The progenitor systems of Type-Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) are yet unknown. The collisionaltriple SN Ia progenitor model posits that SNe Ia result from head-on collisions of binary white dwarfs (WDs), driven by dynamical perturbations by the tertiary stars in mild-hierarchical triple systems. To reproduce the Galactic SN Ia rate, some 30 − 55 per cent of all WDs would need to be in triple systems of a specific architecture. We test this scenario by searching the Gaia DR2 database for the postulated progenitor triples. Within a volume out to 120 pc, we search around Gaia-resolved double WDs with projected separations up to 300 au, for physical tertiary companions at projected separations out to 9000 au. At 120 pc, Gaia can detect faint low-mass tertiaries down to the bottom of the main sequence and to the coolest WDs. Around 27 double WDs, we identify zero tertiaries at such separations, setting a 95 per cent confidence upper limit of 11 per cent on the fraction of binary WDs that are part of mild hierarchical triples of the kind required by the model. As only a fraction (likely ∼ 10 per cent) of all WDs are in < 300 au WD binaries, the potential collisional-triple progenitor population appears to be at least an order of magnitude (and likely several) smaller than required by the model.
INTRODUCTION
A major unsolved puzzle in astrophysics is the identity of the progenitors of Type-Ia supernovae (SNe Ia; see Maoz et al. 2014 , for a review). Among the various progenitor scenarios considered over the years, Katz & Dong (2012) and Kushnir et al. (2013) have proposed that SNe Ia result from head-on collisions of white dwarfs (WDs) in "mild-hierarchical" triple systems. The triple system consists of an inner double-WD binary with separation a 300 au, orbited by a roughly solar-mass tertiary star in an orbit with pericentre separation ∼ 3−10 times the inner-binary's separation. Using numerical integration of the evolution of such 3-body systems, Katz & Dong (2012) found that, in about 5 per cent of all such systems (the 5 per cent within a small range around a high inclination between the inner and outer orbits), the outer tertiary stochastically drives a Kozai-Lidov perturbation of the inner pair's orbital eccentricity. Within a few Gyr, the eccentricity lands on a high-enough value to send the inner pair on a head-collision. Kushnir et al. (2013) showed that the compression undergone by the WDs upon collision could be effective both at igniting a thermonuclear carbon detonation, and in producing about 0.5 M of radiactive 56 Ni in the explosion, as observed in typical SN Ia events. The range of colliding WD masses could also reproduce the observed range of SN Ia luminosities and their correlation with light-curve evolution time. The asymmetry of E-mail: naama@wise.tau.ac.il (NH) the system at the time of explosion predicts double-peaked emission line profiles in SN Ia spectra during the nebular phase in a fraction of events, for which there may be some observational evidence (Dong et al. 2015 (Dong et al. , 2018 Kollmeier et al. 2019 ).
However, a major challenge for the collisional-triple model is to produce a collision rate that can match the SN Ia rate in our Galaxy. The Milky Way, if it is a typical Sbc galaxy, has a SN Ia rate per unit stellar mass of (1.12 ± 0.35) × 10 −13 yr −1 M −1 (Li et al. 2011; Graur et al. 2017) . 1 The stellar mass density in the Solar neighborhood is 0.085 ± 0.010 M pc −3 (McMillan 2011) , and the WD number density is 0.0045 ± 0.0004 pc −3 (Hollands et al. 2018) , giving a stellar-mass to WD number ratio of 18.9 ± 2.8 M WD −1 . The SN Ia rate per WD is therefore (2.1 ± 0.7) × 10 −12 yr −1 , and the fraction of all WDs that explode as SNe Ia during the 10 Gyr-lifetime of the Galaxy is (2.1 ± 0.7) per cent. Considering then, that in the collisional-triple model about 5 per cent of suitable triple systems undergo a SN Ia inducing collision, implies that 30 − 55 per cent of all WDs need to be in suitable triple systems, if this mechanism is to explain all SNe Ia.
While the observational picture on stellar multiplicity is far from clear yet, and even more so the situation regarding the multiplicity of stellar remnants such as WDs, there are already question marks as to the plausibility of such a high frequency of triples with a specific architecture [a < 300 au, r peri,out = (3 − 10)a]. The fraction of triple stars (of all configurations) among mainsequence A-through-K type stars has been estimated at 5 − 10 per cent (Duchêne & Kraus 2013; Leigh & Geller 2013) , and likely only a fraction of those have the required architectures. Klein & Katz (2017) estimated the occurrence frequency of the inner binary WD component of the collisional-triple model, by analysing two published studies of > 1M stars (that will eventually evolve into WDs): an adaptive optics survey of A stars by De Rosa et al. (2014) , in which > 1 M companions within 400 au were searched for; and a radial-velocity survey by Mermilliod et al. (2007) of > 1 M giants, which was searched for > 1 M companions within 3 au. Klein & Katz (2017) Katz & Dong (2012) is that triple systems with the suitable architecture and relative orbital inclination to induce to a collision of the inner binary will undergo such a collision already when the stars are on the main sequence (without an ensuing SN Ia), effectively eliminating all the SN Ia progenitor systems. Katz & Dong (2012) raised the possibility that angular momentum loss by the system due to asymmetric mass loss during the evolution to the WD stage, or perturbations by passing stars, could "reset" the relative orbital inclinations of the system, and thus solve the problem. In this paper, we address more directly the subject of the putative triple-progenitor population of SNe Ia, by searching the Gaia DR2 database (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016 , 2018a specifically for double WDs orbited by a tertiary star, as envisaged in the collisional-triple model.
GAIA SEARCH
We search for triple systems akin to those required by the collisionaltriple model using two approaches: first, by identifying resolved WD binaries with projected separations < 300 au, and searching their surroundings for tertiaries with projected separations < 9000 au; and, second, by searching for tertiaries projected within 3000 au of unresolved, double-WD, separation a ∼ 0.1 − 1 au, candidates identified via radial-velocity variations. Our search for triples is conservatively inclusive in several respects. First, by pre-selecting WD binaries, and then asking what fraction of those binaries have a tertiary, we obtain an upper limit on the fraction of all WDs in triples, since not all WDs are in binaries. Second, because of projection effects, some of the selected inner binaries will have physical separations a > 300 au, and some of the counted tertiaries will be at physical separations beyond the tertiary separation range required by the model. Finally, real triple systems may not actually have random inclinations between inner and outer orbits (e.g. their angular momentum vector directions could be correlated), and therefore even fewer than 5 per cent of the systems may actually have the required high inclination. By including all of these systems, we will obtain a conservative upper limit on the true fraction of of WDs that are in triples with the architecture required by the model.
Resolved Gaia triples
Following Gentile Fusillo et al. (2019), we start by identifying all WD candidates using an initial colour-magnitude cut in Gaia DR2 data:
where M G = phot_g_mean_mag + 5 × log 10 (parallax) − 10 is the absolute magnitude in the G band. This results in 8, 144, 732 sources. We further select only those within a distance of 120 pc:
leaving 313, 871 sources. We follow Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018b) and remove astrometric artefacts by requiring:
where χ 2 is astrometric_chi2_al and ν is astrometric_n_good_obs_al in the Gaia database, leaving 86, 182 sources.
Since the G BP and G RP fluxes are calculated by integrating over low-resolution spectra, they are more prone to contamination from nearby sources, compared to the G-band flux, which is measured by photometric profile fitting. Following El-Badry & Rix (2018) and Evans et al. (2018) , we filter out sources that might be contaminated by nearby sources by limiting the total G BP and G RP excess compared to the G band:
leaving 26, 591 sources. We further follow El-Badry & Rix (2018) by selecting only sources with high signal-to-noise ratio photometry, i.e., < 5 per cent flux uncertainty in the G band, and < 2 per cent in both the G BP and G RP bands:
leaving 17, 410 sources. These criteria assure that we only select sources that fall with high certainty within in the WD region of the colour-magnitude diagram. Finally, we select only sources where the relative error on the parallax is smaller than 10 per cent:
resulting in 17, 395 sources. We then choose all physical-double resolved WDs within 120 pc with projected separations < 300 au, by requiring θ where θ is the angular separation, s = 300 au is the projected separation, and is the parallax. Following El-Badry & Rix (2018, eq. 2) we further select only pairs with consistent parallaxes:
where ∆d = |1/ 1 − 1/ 2 | pc, s = θ/ 1 pc, and σ ∆d = σ 2 ,1
/ 4 2 pc. Here i and σ ,i are the parallax of the ith target and its standard error in arcsec, respectively, and the angular separation, θ, is in radians. This means that we inclusively count a system as a WD binary, even if its component distances differ at the 2σ ∆d level.
The search results in 27 WD pairs, listed in Table 1 , out of the 17, 395 WDs that are nearer than 120 pc. The relative projected velocity differences between the members of each pair, also listed in Table 1 , are well below the ∼ 6 km s −1 maximum that is possible between bound solar-mass objects, indicating these are real, bound, pairs. Fig. 1 shows the WD-pair locations on the Gaia colour-magnitude diagram. By limiting the sample to 120 pc, we assure that, at the limiting Gaia magnitude G ∼ 20, we are sensitive to tertiary companions as faint as absolute magnitude M G ∼ 15, corresponding to the faintest, lowest-mass, main-sequence stars, as well as the coolest WDs. We note, following El-Badry & Rix (2018) and Arenou et al. (2018) , that the above 27 resolved pairs are a small fraction of the actual number of WD pairs with separations < 300 au, which is likely to be at least 10 per cent (Maoz et al. 2018) . First, Gaia is incomplete to binaries at angular separations θ 0.7 , corresponding to 84 au at 120 pc. More importantly, the Gaia G BP − G RP colour is not available, in most cases, for both components of doubles with projected separations θ < 2 (240 au at 120 pc), selecting against the identification of one or both stars as WDs. We further note that extending the WD sample to 200 or 300 pc did not result in any additional < 300 au WD pairs, likely because of the limitations imposed by the resolution, which become more severe with distance.
Next, we search for tertiary companions around the inner double WDs, by querying the entire Gaia DR2 database. Assuming a uniform distribution of orbital eccentricities, as supported by observations (Duchêne & Kraus 2013; Tokovinin & Kiyaeva 2016) , the mean eccentricity is e = 1/2, and the apocentre separation is therefore, on average, (1 + e) /(1 − e) = 3 times the pericentre separation. The apocentre separation of the tertiary star in the collisional model can thus be as high as ∼ 30a, and we therefore search for tertiaries projected within 9000 au of the inner, a < 300 au, double WDs.
For the tertiaries we include sources only if they satisfy parallax_over_error > 5, Eq. 7 (astrometric artefacts removal), and Eq. 15 (distance from the first WD in the inner binary). None of the 27 resolved inner WD binaries has a candidate tertiary companion projected within 9000 au. With Poisson statistics, this null detection implies, at 95 per cent confidence, the existence of < 3 tertiaries, or a < 11 per cent upper limit on the fraction of a < 300 au-separation double WDs with a tertiary companion with r peri,out = (3 − 10) a.
Gaia tertiaries to SPY double WDs
To further explore the potential triple SN Ia progenitor landscape, we have searched for tertiaries around a second sample of close double-WD binaries, this time unresolved WD binary candidates from the Supernova Progenitor surveY (SPY; Napiwotzki et al. 2001 ). The SPY survey was a few-epoch spectroscopic survey of ∼800 bright (V ∼ 16 mag) WDs conducted with the European Southern Observatory 8 m Very Large Telescope, with the objective of using radial-velocity differences between epochs to identify close double-WD systems that will merge within a Hubble time. In Maoz & Hallakoun (2017) we measured the maximal changes in radial velocity (∆RV max ) between epochs, and modelled the observed ∆RV max statistics via Monte Carlo simulations , to constrain the population characteristics of double WDs. We identified 43 high-∆RV max systems as likely double-WD candidates (see table 1 of Maoz & Hallakoun 2017) , and an additional double-lined system that was not included in the candidate list because of its low ∆RV max (HE 0315−0118).
As with the previous sample, we have searched with Gaia for tertiaries within 3000 au of these 44 candidate close-double-WDs from SPY. Contrary to the previous sample, the triple systems turned up here are not actual candidate progenitors for the collisional-triple scenario, since their inner separations are of order 0.1−4 au, whereas the tertiary separation is of order 10 3−4 larger, rather than just 3−30 times larger, as required by the model. The tertiaries within only 120 au, which would be have been relevant to the model, are well below the Gaia angular resolution limit at the typical distances of the SPY WDs (∼ 10 − 250 pc). Nevertheless, it is instructive to estimate the frequency of these "extreme" (rather than "mild") hierarchical triples, to learn about the triple population in this different hierarchy range.
Among the 44 SPY double-WD candidates, we find four with tertiaries projected within < 3000 au separation, satisfying parallax_over_error > 5, Eq. 7 (astrometric artefacts removal), and Eq. 15 (distance from the first WD in the inner binary). We list them in Table 2 . Their location on the Gaia colour-magnitude diagram is shown in Fig. 2 . At 3000 au separation, the maximum velocity difference due to orbital motion is ∼ 1.5 km s −1 , and again all four candidate tertiaries are consistent with a velocity difference that is lower than this, arguing that these are true bound systems.
This result suggests that 10 per cent of separation-a ∼ Again, the population of tertiaries considered around this sample is much more extensive than those with a role in the collisional-triple SN Ia model.
DISCUSSION
We have used Gaia to search for candidate triple stellar systems similar to those envisaged in the collisional triple SN Ia progenitor model, and to assess their abundance. Gaia, due to its angular resolution limits, is strongly biased against detection of the separation a < 300 au inner WD binaries of the proposed triple systems. We have therefore focused on two sample of "known" double WDs, and used Gaia to search for a putative wide tertiary member out to 9000 au separations, where Gaia completeness is high. Our first inner-double-WD sample consists of 27 WD pairs with projected separations s < 300 au, found in the Gaia DR2 database among ∼ 17, 400 WDs within a 120 pc distance. These 27 systems are the small fraction of the actual number of double WDs having such separations that are detected as such, despite Gaia's low sensitivity in this regime. Around this sample of 27 Gaia-selected inner-WD-binaries, we find no tertiary stars of any kind (WD or main-sequence, down to the lowest stellar masses) out to 9000 au projected separations. Such systems, had they been found, could correspond closely in separation and hierarchy to the SN Ia progenitors in the model. Their non-detection sets a 95 per-cent-confidence upper limit of 11 per cent on the fraction of a < 300 au WD binaries that are orbited by a tertiary with pericentre separation 3 − 10 times the inner-binary separation. Maoz et al. (2018) have combined the ∆RV max results of and Maoz & Hallakoun (2017) , to deduce that the fraction of WDs in binaries in the range 0.01 to 4 au is 10 ± 2.5 per cent, with a separation distribution in this range consistent with a power law, a α , with α = −1.3 ± 0.2. El-Badry & Rix (2018) , analysing the resolved binary WD population that they find with Gaia, and after accounting for selection and incompleteness effects, find a power-law separation distribution with a slope close to α = −1 (i.e. equal numbers per logarithmic interval in separation) in the range a = 50 − 1500 au. Considering then that there is a similar number of decades in separation between 0.01 − 4 au (Maoz et al. 2018) and between 1 − 300 au (the range of inner-binary separations in the Katz & Dong (2012) model), implies that ∼ 10 per cent of all WDs are in binaries with a = 1 − 300 au. Combined with our present result that, at most, 11 per cent of such binaries host a tertiary companion out to 9000 au, we conclude that the fraction among WDs of triple systems with the architecture required by the collisional-triple model is < 1 per cent, at the 95 per cent confidence level. This triple fraction is a factor 30 − 55 times lower than the fraction required by the model (30 − 55 per cent, see Section 1). A second double-WD sample that we have studied consists of 44 unresolved, separation a ∼ 0.1−4 au candidate WD binaries that have emerged, based on radial-velocity variations, from SPY. We searched the SPY candidate WD binaries for tertiary companions, this time out to 3000 au separations, i.e., a much larger range than relevant for the collisional model. Here, we found four candidate tertiary companions (two main-sequence stars, a WD, and an uncertain case, perhaps a subdwarf) with actual projected separations from 190 to 1650 au. Considering the WD binarity fraction of roughly 4 per cent for every decade of separation (see above), the 11 per cent fraction of tertiaries (of all kinds) in this separation range around short-orbit WD binaries is not surprising. Combined with the abundance of inner-WD binaries, we again get a 1 per cent upper limit on the fraction of WDs that are in triples, consisting of an inner double WD plus a tertiary (although now triples of a different hierarchy than those required by the collisional-triple model).
We conclude that there is at least a 1.5 order of magnitude deficit, and likely more, in the fraction of WDs that are in the types of triple systems required by the collisional-triple model. The double WDs in our first, s < 300 au, sample have actual separations in the 100 − 300 au range. A remaining "hiding place" for the progenitor systems of the model could be in the unexplored parameter range of a ∼ 1 − 100 au WD binaries. A large fraction of all WDs would need to be in binaries with this separation range, and a large fraction of those same binaries would need to have tertiaries at separations (3 − 10)a. The first condition is unlikely to be true, given the similar separation distributions (about flat in log separation, see above) followed by binary WDs within the a = 0.01 − 4 au range and the a = 50−1500 au range. The second condition is also unlikely, given the rarity of tertiary stars around WD binaries with those separation ranges, as shown here. A different progenitor and explosion scenario is most probably at the root of SN Ia explosions.
